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PDFs treatment in EW
measurements
At the level of precision the LHC has achieved PDF
uncertainties are dominating precision EW measurements
Most of these measurements use some
form of in-situ constraint of the PDFs
PDFs profiling has been used
in recent measurement to
reduce PDFs uncertainties on
EW parameters
I will argue why PDF profiling
will not be enough for the level
of precision we need to
achieve at the HL-LHC
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W-mass and PDFs
ATLAS W-mass measurement significantly affected by PDFs
Large W polarisation uncertainty impacting pTl distribution

BLUE combination of different categories reduced PDF
uncertainties as W+ and W- are anti-correlated

Avoided an explicit PDF profiling
including additional data

EPJC 78 (2018) 110

Issues with mixing constraints from
unfolded (Z-rapidity) and reco-level
(W pTl, mT) distributions and impact
of resummation corrections
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ATLAS-Tevatron W-mass
Ongoing efforts towards an ATLAS+Tevatron mW combination
Trying to move measurements to a common PDF set
Several PDF sets
will be quoted

1612.03016

Which one should
be taken as nominal?
Started an xFitter
benchmarking
of modern PDFs
against
all Drell-Yan
data in xFitter
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Weak mixing angle
PDF uncertainties constrained in AFB, A4 interpretation
exploiting correlations in mll, yll
CMS - Bayesian reweighing
ATLAS - Hessian profiling

Yet PDFs remain the largest
source of uncertainty
Eur. Phys. J. C (2018) 78: 701

ATLAS-CONF-2018-037
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Top mass
Mass dependence of predicted top-pair (differential) cross
sections allows for indirect determinations of mt
Reduced experimental uncertainties and less ambiguities on mt,
but large dependence on theory (scales + PDFs)
Typically use in-situ profiling of PDFs and QCD scales

Still large uncertainties, but exp. precision will improve and
NNLO theory is now available; PDFs will become the
bottleneck
EPJC77 (2017) 804
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PDF profiling vs fits
PDF profiling/reweighting is not a replacement for a full fit
Profiling is only strictly valid in the vicinity of the 𝝌2
minimum; it will fail if the impact of the new data is too large
Cannot account for methodological changes, such as
modification in the PDFs parametrisation or to the theory

Typically assume a Δ𝝌2 = 1
The impact of the new data estimated with profiling will generally
be different than including the same data in a new fit.

The input PDF might have unknown correlations with the
new data
e.g. CT18A includes ATLAS 7 TeV W-asymmetry which would
statistically overlap with W-mass dataset
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PDF+EW fits
A simultaneous fit of PDFs and determination of EW
parameters would overcome the issues with profiling
Biases from the choice of theory, parametrisation, input data
and statistical treatment can be evaluated and exposed

And allow a simultaneous determination of multiple EW
parameters, properly accounting for all correlations
A PDF+EW fit would also provide additional benefits:
Can further reduce PDF uncertainties by including data
providing additional constraints
Provides a framework for combinations of measurements at
different √s, from different experiments (LHCb, HERA, LHeC?)
Evaluate consistency/compatibility of different measurements
By explicitly considering only well understood/well predicted
data, might hope for a statistically well-defined uncertainty
(tolerance of 1)
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HERA QCD+EW fits
Long tradition of PDF fits from HERA Collaborations
These datasets are included in global PDFs, assuming EW
parameters are SM-like. Standard PDFs cannot be used for
EW parameter interpretations
Full fit of PDF+EW parameters as the only way to determine
EW parameters in an unbiased way
Performed at NNLO QCD + NLO EW (in the OS scheme)
Using the standard HERAPDF methodology and parametrisation
Several combinations of parameters are fitted
e.g. H1 EPJC(2018)78:777
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And interpretations
With PDF uncertainties under control many possible
interpretations can be derived

Similar fits have been used to
determine PDF+𝜶S, PDFs+mb,mc
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PDF+EW fits in xFitter
xFitter already established tool to perform PDF fits
studies within the HERA and LHC communities
Need to ensure a coherent treatment of QCD and EW
theory corrections in the predictions used
Can a unified EW scheme be used for DIS and pp(ppbar)?

Need to incorporate additional EW parameters obtained
from dedicated predictions in the chi2
The traditional HERAPDF parametrisation is likely too
restrictive and would bias EW parameter extractions
Using Minuit might also not be the best approach if
trying to determine more than o(10) parameters
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Parametrisation
With the amount of data the standard HERA based
PDF parametrisation in xFitter becomes a bottleneck.
I have recently started implementing a
parametrisation based on Bernstein polynomials,
following what is done in the CT fits
Each parameter peaks
at a given x
Low-correlations
among parameters
Better uncertainty estimates
(a data point at high-x
won’t constrain low-x PDFs)

Available in an xFitter branch,
pending some more validation
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Datasets
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And theory predictions
Collaboration with NNLOJET to get NNLO QCD predictions
for Tevatron and LHC Drell-Yan measurements

Currently updating the xFitter study of Tevatron
asymmetries to NNLO QCD and with more measurements
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Some open issues
At the current level of precision theory uncertainties are
important and cannot be left out of a fit.
Restrict the fit to bins with high fiducial acceptance/small
scale dependence? Apply qT-resummation k-factors?
Include scales as NNPDF? Decorrelate the scale
uncertainties until they are not constrained by the fit? Take
an average of fits done with different scale choices/values?

D. Walker, Ph.D. thesis
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EW corrections
At the level of precision we have reached NLO EW
corrections are a must
Started to work with MCSANC
to obtain NLO EW k-factor
corrections on top of NLO QCD
At the same time NNLOJET
is trying to include NLO EW

Variations of EW parameters (mW, sin2θeff,gV,gA) can then
be obtained through separate runs.
The dimensionality of this space can be large (~10D).

How can we easily incorporate this in xFitter?
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Professor+xFitter
Common problem in Monte Carlo tuning, which attempts
parameters optimisation for cases where evaluating the
cost function at each iteration is expensive
The Professor MC tuning code:
Computes an analytic interpolation of the change in each bin
content due to a change in a parameter
Takes as input a random scan of the n-dimensional space
Interpolation obtained through SVD and saved in text files
The uncertainty on the prediction at each generated point is
propagated to the interpolation coefficients
Alternative interpolation based on ML regression (SVM,NN) exists

Ongoing work to write a reaction class to interface xFitter
to the Professor interpolation files
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An example

Dataset and bin number
1 dimension
4 parameters

Polynomial coeﬃcients
Parametrisation uncertainty

Interpolation ranges
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Possible Projects
Update the xFitter NLO study of Tevatron asymmetries
Move to NNLO (+NLO EW?) and include QCD scales
Include more Tevatron measurements

Perform a combination of the published unfolded AFB
measurements, as a follow-up of the A4 sensitivity paper
Impact on PDF fits and combination framework for sin2θeff
World best extraction of quark gV, gA couplings

Perform a global fit to HERA+Tevatron+LHC DY
measurements at NNLO QCD + NLO EW
Could be the fit of choice for precision EW measurements

Any fit of PDF+MC parameters: non-perturbative
corrections in jets, fragmentation function in W+charm,…
SM-EFT now available in MC generators (Powheg,
aMC@NLO), interpolation would allow for PDF+EFT fits
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Summary
Already at the present level of precision, the
prescriptions for dealing with PDF uncertainties and
their in-situ constraints are insufficient
A full PDF + EW fit would give significant benefits in
understanding PDF uncertainties and reduce their
impact
This will come at the price of a significantly more
complex analysis
Can we start work in this direction with xFitter?
In the long term this will be the only way to fully exploit
the HL-LHC potential for precise EW measurements
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